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President’s
Letter
GENEROUS HELP FROM
UU ORGANIZATIONS
We recently got a big boost from two
organizations. First, the Vermont and Quebec
Universalist Unitarian Convention gave us a
grant of over $2,000. This was more than
double what most of its member churches
received. Our application asked for money to
maintain 3/8 time ministry and explained: “This
is an unusual challenge this year, for two
unusual reasons. First, for the first time since
2003, we lack a regular tenant. A day care that
operated in the lower level provided about one
quarter of our roughly $80,000 budget. The
tenant simply vanished without warning, owing
many months' rent. We are attempting to attract
a new tenant, but we do not know whether it will
pay as much as the former one, and it would not
begin paying rent until August. Second, the
matching contribution that partly enabled us to
increase ministry has ended.” Luckily, since we
recently signed a lease with a new day care
tenant, the situation is less dire than it seemed
when we requested the grant.
Second, the Chalice Lighter Program of the
Northern New England District of the Unitarian
Universalist Association gave us $2,000 toward
our plan to improve the lighting in the
sanctuary. We were one of two Vermont
churches to receive a Chalice Lighter grant this
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year, thanks to an excellent grant proposal
written by Sara Meling with input from J. P.
Cass. The proposal emphasized how we could
preserve the character of the space while
significantly brightening it by restoring the
historic lighting configuration, fitted with
dimmable warm white LED bulbs. It included
one 24-light central chandelier, nine 2-light
sconces in the Sanctuary and two more in the
balcony. To supplement the original lighting
with something similar to what existed before
the present floodlights (which we would keep for
coffee house atmosphere), it included eight
globe-style pendants. Total cost plus installation
was estimated at $5,636. Because we had
already built up a reserve of $3,438 and had a
pledge of another $2,000, we can start the work
now.
The Chalice Lighters requested only this: “Please
keep in mind that our ability to help
congregations depends on UUs and
congregations around the district. If you can
encourage your members to join Chalice
Lighters, or encourage the congregation to take
up an offering for Chalice Lighter, that would
increase our capacity to respond to other
congregations in the future.” Please send
contributions to the Northern New England
District Chalice Lighter Program, P.O. Box 333,
New Ipswich NH 03701.
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Poet’s Corner
THE OPTIMIST
by Robert Burchess
Sometimes you wonder 'why bother?'
Unitarian Universalist
Church of Rutland
775-0850
http://rutlanduu.org
uuvt@myfairpoint.net

Minister:
Rev. Barbara Threet
President:
Herb Ogden
Vice President:
Kapi Reith
Moderator:
Joan Eckley
Treasurer:
Diane Sander
Secretary:
Theresa Krieger
Trustees:
Rebecca Mattis
Yvonne Brunot

293-2510
773-9181
265-3205
459-2919

The train's already left the station
from the moment you were born.
Better be happy that it's still running
and get on board and keep dancing
for all you're worth, assuming
you can still move.
Nevertheless, the journey's the thing,
they say, so you might as well keep on
searching for that wonderful Wizard of Oz,
somewhere over the next rainbow.
(See it? .. Ah, yes .. )

683-7794
773-3535
747-7244

Church Secretary:
Tejal Dholakia
Available by appointment

“Music produces a kind of
pleasure which human
nature cannot do without.”

Vacationing 7/9-7/23

“La Alazanas Mariachi de Femenino” challenging the male
dominated world of traditional music in Colombia. Photo by Amy
Lieberman.
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― Confucius

Musicians from Yap.
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From Reverend Barbara’s Desk…
I’ve spent the last hour or so digging weeds.
Yesterday I put annuals in the flowerbed that I
see most clearly from my windows. It’s lovely
now, and I enjoyed doing it. I do not enjoy
digging weeds.
‘Weeds’ is an understatement. I don’t know
what they’re called, but I know they grow in
clumps that are already over a foot tall, with
broad, foot-long leaves that look like a cross
between burdock and rhubarb but are neither. I
know they continue to
grow and get ever more
leafy and huge,
eventually putting up a
shoot that’s several feet
tall, and over the last
year or two, they’ve
spread and gotten so
dense that by midAugust, they’ve taken
over. Digging them out
requires a shovel, not a
spade, and considerable
effort, and I do not enjoy
it!

move those things to the back of the shelf. A
friend often mentions how much she hates the
mess in her spare bedroom – so she keeps the
door closed. A neighbor says he’s been too busy
to get his studded snow tires changed, so he
panics whenever he sees the police. It’s easy to
put off what’s unpleasant or tedious. On a much
more serious note, a colleague is experiencing
symptoms that probably indicate a return of the
cancer she struggled with a few years ago and
she’s also refusing to call her doctor: she’s stuck
in a potential lethal
illusion that if she
doesn’t acknowledge the
situation, maybe it will
go away.

It’s hard to make a
change, hard to actively
participate in making a
change. Often, it’s hard
to even admit a change
is needed, and to face
what that change will
require. Pulling
stubborn weeds,
cleaning up a mess,
Traditional Arabic musical group
They’re right next to my
getting to the doctor.
kitchen and dining room windows, between the
Maybe the change that’s needed is
wall and a little seasonal stream a few feet away.
acknowledging that it’s time to go to AA, or
They’re partially under my balcony, and the
figuring out how to leave a job or a relationship
access to their patch of earth is partially
that’s become toxic. Perhaps the change you
obstructed by the stairs to the balcony. It’s still
seek is to get more active on a social justice
a bit muddy and slippery there, and the
issue, or take care of a long-overdue project
mayflies are still out. They’re not easy to get to
around the house, or repair a strained
– I think they know that! – and so this time of
relationship, or get healthier. Whatever needs
year, when they’re not yet visible from my
changing, it probably won’t improve by itself.
windows, they’re easy to ignore. There are all
It’s easy to find excuses, easy to rationalize or
sorts of impediments to easily removing them,
procrastinate. But the weeds, however literal or
which I suppose is why I’ve put it off for two
figurative they are, will probably not disappear.
years. But they don’t disappear just because I
In fact, weeds have a dreadful habit of
can’t quite see them yet, and they won’t stop
spreading.
growing just because I don’t want them. And so,
with much grumbling and a few choice phrases,
I’d like to get better at addressing the weeds
I dug them all out. They’ve now been wheel(whatever they are) before they’re threatening
barrowed away and dumped never to return
to take over. Noticing and nourishing the
(hopefully). Now, they have cousins growing
positives is important: so is rooting out the
just over the fence in the pasture so the
negatives.
likelihood that they won’t reappear is small, but
one can always hope!
I think I’ll go tackle those weeds along the
pasture fence!
They’ve reminded me of how easy it is to avoid
getting rid of things I don’t want in life. I’d like
Shalom and Salaam,
to stop eating so much sugar, I say. But rather
Rev. Barbara
than simply throwing out everything sugary, I
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Announcements

UU Birthdays

SERVICE SUNDAY
This summer, the Building and Grounds
committee is organizing a service Sunday. This
will be a time for fellowship and fun as we tidy
up our church and accomplish some neglected
tasks. We have a list of projects that can easily
be completed in an hour, plus PIZZA for all
participants! Activities include making an
inventory of old "stuff" so it can be properly
dealt with, cleaning the new chairs, repairing
the community room curtains, washing the
plain windows, dusting, etc. This work party
will take place during regular service hours on
Sunday, August 5th.

7/1 Fredda Mangel
7/4 Bruce McNallie
7/11 Jack Tally
7/11 Jennifer Archer
7/15 Bruce McNallie
7/26 Rick Pingree
7/28 Ian Suddarth
8/2 Kathleen Guinness
8/2 Michael McMahon
8/6 Marsha Roy
8/18 Lindra Moerdyk
8/18 Diana Hayes
8/24 Joyce McMahon
8/26 Britt Abbott
8/26 Yvonne Brunot

REV. BARBARA’S
SUMMER COVERAGE
Rev. Barbara Threet will be on hiatus during
the coming summer months! If you need
assistance from the Pastoral Care Committee
then, please call Marsha Roy(chairman)at
(802)773 -9014 or e-mail her at
frostharbor@yahoo.com Thank you!
Best regards,
Marsha Roy
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Left: Rackajam, from Hungary. Right: Spiro and his
Sons in Santorini, Greece

ABOUT THE PHOTOS…
In this issue, we celebrate the amazing variety
of traditional music in the world. Photos are
borrowed liberally from the web, credits are
maintained where available. We offer their
creators our sincere appreciation for lending
their beauty and visual concept to our humble
newsletter.

Best wishes to you…
and all other summer
birthdays!
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Unitarian Universalist Church of
Rutland
Minutes of Board of Trustees
May 14th, 2018
Board Members Present: Diane Sander,
Theresa Krieger, Herb Ogden, Rev. Barbara
Threet, Rebecca Mattis, Kapi Reith, Yvonne
Brunot
Board Member Absent: Joan Eckley
Also Present: Ed Safford

Minister's Comments: Kapi is looking to
resign. Leadership Development has
someone who will likely agree to join the
board.

Committee & Task Force Reports:
Buildings & Grounds: Lighting: We will get
some money from the Chalice Lighter
grant. The amount in uncertain. We likely
will have enough money to follow JP's
proposal. Heating System: We need JP to
find an alternate contractor. Sexton:
Secretary's Report: Motion Kapi Reith/
Anthony's last day is tomorrow. Herb will
Diane Sander to accept minutes from April.
write an article for the newsletter
Passed unanimously with two edits. It was
welcoming Mike back. Noted that we voted
noted that the trustees voted by email to
by email to rehire Mike Nagle.
authorize Ed Safford to offer 5 Star
Sunday Service Committee: Summer
equipment first to our RE Committee, then
Services will be July 15 – August 19. The
to Stephanie Ellison (former 5 Star
committee is doing one more try at the
manager) for sale, and then to the
Solstice Service. They won't do it again if
community if RE
attendance is bad.
doesn't want it and
Old Business:
Stephanie doesn't want
Review of Rental
to buy it. This was done
Policy: Reviewed policy
by email vote on April
changes edits. In 9)
15th.
changed 2 to 8 to
Treasurer's Report: The
correctly reference of
financials are looking
previous item. In 10)
good, and we likely
“under 19” changed to
won't need to use as
“13-18”. Removed last
much from our reserve
paragraph portion
as anticipated. Diane is
redundantly referring
still looking for a
to priority for nonprofit
bookkeeper. She spoke
groups not charging
to someone who
attendance fee and old
seemed good but didn't
discount scheme.
Acholi dancers in Uganda
want to take on more
Motion Rebecca Mattis/
work. She has spoken by
Kapi Reith to pass
phone with Four Seasons Accounting and is
changes. Passed unanimously.
meeting them tomorrow. They cost more Mission Statement: We had voted 4-3 at
$75/hour – but they are more familiar with
the last meeting to bring potential edits to
church financial matters. Motion Kapi
annual meeting. Both Herb and Rebecca
Reith/ Rebecca Mattis to authorize Diane
forgot to bring a copy of the proposed edits
to hire Four Seasons Accounting. They
to the meeting so it wasn't brought up.
would prepare balance sheets and do
Herb will put in on his calendar to put on
payroll taxes. Diane would still reconcile
the agenda for next February to revisit
bank accounts and mange other records.
ahead of the next annual meeting.
Passed unanimously.
President's Report: No appointments or
Continued on the following page...
resignations.
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UUCR Board Minutes,
continued…
New Business:
Puerto Rico benefit concert (June
24) - no word about the publicity.
Herb will get in touch with the
concert organizers about this.
New Tenant: Ed met with
Stephanie Ellison. She took some
items. We got a check from her
for $20 for stuff we thought we
didn't have a use for. The new
tenant is going by the name
Horizons Early Learning Center.
They want to be in here on June
1st to start setting up. They are all Players in the Young New Orleans Traditional Brass Band, Photo by
members of Beth Towb on Derek Bridges
Spellman. They are a separate
entity of that church but working through that
Mike about labels and signs and Bela about RE
church, with their president as signatory. They
cabinets.
seem to see it as a community outreach project.
Alternate liaison: Jim Haley would be ideal.
Before signing they want want approval of their
Diane would be willing to be 3rd in line. They
playground plan. They propose paying $1100
will also have Mike's number. Ed will contact
for the equipment they want to buy. Stephanie
Jim about being the alternate and about
would be first in line for other small stuff they
helping with color decisions.
st
don't want. They want to start lease June 1
Dick Weis' offer of art: Motion Rebecca
and not later than mid June. They want a one
Mattis/ Kapi Reith to thank Dick for his offer
year lease instead of two but will let us know
but due to lack of space and expertise we can't
four months in advance before lease expires if
take it.
they are renewing or not. They don't know
Board Retreat – will be 8/12, 9-3 at Diane's.
when kids will start arriving. We will decide on
Black Lives Matter Flag: It came up at an
a color for painting the daycare space by email.
Examining Whiteness session that we might
They want a different color scheme. We want
get one. Motion Rebecca Mattis/ Yvonne
something that will allow us to return the space
Brunot to substitute “Hate has no home here”
to its original condition. Rent will be $1500+
for the “Rutland Welcomes” sign.
$60 for parking each month. Motion Kapi
Social Justice Coordinator Role: Theresa has
Reith/ Theresa Krieger to approve playground
been doing this since there was a vacancy when
design and sell daycare the equipment they
she was president but would like to pass it on
want for $1100. Passed unanimously. Motion
to someone else.
Diane Sander/ Yvonne Brunot to authorize
Motion Rebecca Mattis/ Diane Sander to elect
Herb to sign to the lease once the details are
Kapi Reith as Vice President. Passed
worked out. Passed unanimously. Diane will
unanimously. Motion Rebecca Mattis/ Kapi
contact Tejal about getting the floor waxed. Ed
Reith to elect Diane Sander as Treasurer.
will follow up on paint. We need to fix the child
Passed unanimously. Motion Kapi Reith/
safety locks. Rebecca will call Mike about this.
Rebecca Mattis to elect Theresa Krieger as
Ed will talk to the daycare about disposal of the
secretary. Passed unanimously.
fridge if it's still here. We need new church
parking signs along the fence. We also need
Respectfully Submitted,
labels for the cupboards. Rebecca will talk to
Theresa Krieger
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Upcoming Services:

July-August

July 15th begins the summer schedule,
which is more informal. Services are still
held at 10:30 a.m. Child care is not
available for summer services, we
apologize for any inconvenience.
July 8th: No service
July 15th: Cathy Archer
“Theater of the Soul”
Come prepared to exercise your inner actor or
just watch as Cathy
leads us in some
reader’s theater.
July 22nd: On the
Big Screen…
“Epigenetics,
Stress, & Gender
I d e n t i t y ” ,
presented by
K a r i s s a
Sanbonmatsu
She is the daughter of
summer attendees of
our church and a
distinguished
scientist. She gives a
scientific explanation
of how to know
you're in love.

can easily be completed in an hour, plus PIZZA
for all participants! Activities include making an
inventory of old "stuff" so it can be properly
dealt with, cleaning the new chairs, repairing the
community room curtains, washing the plain
windows, dusting, etc. This work party will take
place during regular service hours beginning at
10:30 a.m.
August 12th: JP Cass
“Do the Ends Justify the Means?”
UUs
have
traditionally
rejected ends
justify the means
ethics, from
e vang e l i s m
controversies of
the early 19th
century to debates
over torture in the
early 21st century.
How do we
recognize and
challenge this type
of thinking,
especially in its
new and subtler
forms?

Cambodian musicians provide music in a temple.

July 29th: On the Big
Screen…
“Calvin and Servetus”, presented by Ryan
M. Reeves
We’ll watch this lecture by Ryan M. Reeves
(Ph.D. Cambridge). Then we’ll discuss it.
Michael Servetus was a proto-Unitarian
executed in Geneva with the approval of
prominent early Protestant John Calvin. Useful
background for the lecture would be an
encyclopedia entry on Servetus, since Dr. Reeves
assumes a rudimentary knowledge of him.
Reeves explains why Servetus risked death by
going to Geneva and the reason for burning
heretics in the 16th Century.
August 5th: SERVICE SUNDAY
This will be a time for fellowship and fun as we
tidy up our church and accomplish some
neglected tasks. We have a list of projects that
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August 19th:
Nancy Weis
“What They Said”
Great quotations give us a lot to think about, and
some of them guide our lives and imaginations.
We will share some of our favorite quotations
and what they mean to us. Bring your own
favorite or choose from the many examples
Nancy will provide.
August 26th: No Service
September 2nd: No Service
September 9th: Rev. Barbara Threet
“Ingathering and
Water Communion”
Rev. Barbara leads us into the regular church
year with our traditional Water Communion.
Join us to share the experiences of your summer
and celebrate the bonds of our beloved
community.
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Upcoming
Events
July 15th

Soulful Singles luncheon

August 19th

Soulful Singles luncheon

Left: Xing Yanchun and Yang Yanshi, Chinese musicians and
storytellers; Center: traditional Celtic harp; Right: Welsh Cajun, in
which traditional South Louisiana music is performed in Welsh
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Kazakh musician with a dombyra

